
With close to 30 years of effectively implementing programs in Latin America and the
Caribbean in partnership with local faith-based actors, OAA offers the knowledge,
expertise, and credibility needed to make a difference in the lives of vulnerable people in
the region.

OAA’s purpose is to provide aid, alleviate suffering, and improve the dignity and quality of
life of individuals, families, and communities, in a way that supports positive change
towards sustainable development and respect for fundamental freedoms. We also
promote citizen participation in developing community programs.

Capability Statement

Summary

As a small NGO that specializes in humanitarian relief, human rights advocacy, and
grassroots development in the Americas, we believe that we have the best cost-effective
value to offer.

Core Competencies

Our team is made up of passionate and knowledgeable individuals committed to offering
the highest level of quality and customer service.

We understand the significance of complying with deadlines, following instructions, and
staying within the budget. We are also willing to adjust our strategies and strategies to
meet your particular requirements.

We believe our partnership will contribute to your success and may help you meet your
quota of subcontracting with so-called “underutilized and faith-based agencies.”

Past Performance

www.oaausa.org



One of OAA’s key focus areas has been 
advancing freedom of religion or belief (FoRB) 
as enshrined in Article 18 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone shall 
have the right to freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion. This right shall include freedom to 
have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, 
and freedom, either individually or in community 
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship,
observance, practice and teaching.” OAA has been engaged in and is committed to
advancing this fundamental freedom in Cuba, Nicaragua, and Venezuela.

Strong relationships with local partners who directly serve beneficiaries
Deep experience working with faith-based partners in challenging contexts
Proven track record of empowering grassroots actors and advocating for fundamental
freedoms
Diverse, bilingual staff representing various countries in the region, with decades of
experience implementing U.S. government, NGO, and privately funded projects

Our key distinctive and our strength is the trust we have earned over almost 30 years of
experience. We have proven methodologies and tools to provide capacity building and
assistance to vulnerable people and communities through faith-based local partners. We
offer: 

Focus Area: Freedom of Religion or Belief

Key Distinctives

OAA Capability Statement

OAA has experience working as a prime under USAID and DoS-DRL and as a
subcontractor with IRI, NDI, PADF, and Freedom House, among others. Our countries of
expertise include: Cuba, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras
Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Venezuela.

Customers & Countries
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